Press Release

The new Super 4 Pro by JOKARI:
Revised cable management technology, robust mechanics, ergonomic
handling
Ascheberg, February 2020: Rough and dirty working environments, such as
those often found on construction sites or in new buildings, require robust tools
that still deliver precise work results and have a long service life in these
demanding areas of application. In order to provide professional customers from
trade and industry with a real relief for these special applications, the stripping
expert JOKARI has added a new stripping tool to his portfolio: the Super 4 Pro.
"Our new Super 4 Pro can be considered as a further development of our
popular Super 4 plus. Especially, for dust- and dirt-intensive environments, we
have developed an extremely robust mechanism. Due to this, the stripper
delivers permanently clean stripping results", explains Carsten Bünnigmann,
Managing Director of JOKARI-Krampe GmbH. If the tool becomes soiled or dirty,
it can be maintained by simply blowing out with compressed air and then oiling
the spring technology that is openly accessible in the handle.
New technology ensures improved cable routing
The well thought-out and clever technology as well as the integration of a new
new cable guide element, makes the stripping process easier so that the
professional user can apply the automatic stripper for even more different solid
and flexible PVC-insulated cable compounds to ensure higher productivity and
efficiency.
High operating comfort due to ergonomic plier-handle
The new Super 4 Pro is not only visually impressive: the newly designed plierhandle also scores points in terms of haptics making it pleasant to work with,
even when carrying out many stripping processes. Here, a force-saving
application is important.
The Super 4 Pro is used for solid and flexible conductors with PVC insulation
from 0.2 to 6.0 mm². The ergonomic and automatic wire stripper has a side
cutter for conductors up to 2.5 mm². In order to carry out serial work easily and
faultless, the stripping length can be fixed with the adjustable length stop from 6
to 15 mm. The new Super 4 Pro is carried out by the article number 20200 and
is available from March 2020 onwards at retail, or in the JOKARI shop finder at
www.jokari.eu.
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The new JOKARI Super 4 Pro ensures with its revised technology in the cable
routing, the robust mechanics and the ergonomic handling for a gentle and
permanent use in rough working environments.
JOKARI_Super4Pro_application

About JOKARI
JOKARI-Krampe GmbH from Ascheberg, Westphalia, is a specialist for the
production and distribution of high-quality precision wire strippers. Since its
foundation more than 45 years ago, the company has been focusing on quality made
in Germany and manufactures all wire strippers in its own factory with an attached
plastics injection molding at the Ascheberg headquarter. JOKARI’s task is to meet
the demands of its world-wide professional customers from industry and
craftsmanship: They are asking to strip all types of wires quickly, precisely, easily,
and safely for further handling – under all circumstances. According to this the
company’s innovations are geared to the latest developments in technical and
industrial branches, for example in automotive and automation technology. Thus
JOKARI is able to deliver exactly the wire strippers the customers need for their
work. In addition JOKARI offers multimedia-based, multilingual solutions to provide
quick assistance to customers all around world having questions on the use of the
wire strippers. For further information visit www.jokari.eu.
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